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Sect 6. Be it further enacted, That so
In the Legislature of New-York, on the
Ploughing in green crops as a ma
William Tinde Je, deservedly styled tl
much of the acts to which this is in addi
PUBLISHED BT
tion, as are inconsistent with this act is nure.—The mode of enriching land by 17th inst. the following message Was receiv English Apostle , was the first that transitJAMES K. REM1CH,
ploughing in green crops was practised by ed from the Governor;tament mtos English from
hereby repealed.
Gentlemen—Tho abduction of William ted the New Tes
]rev10Ust0 thffl
OPPOSITE THE MEETING-HOUSE.
[Approved by the Gov’r, Feb. 16, 1827.] the Romans 1800 years ago, and is now Morgan, being an act of unprecedented vio the Greek, in L >26; He also published
11 hrldatp<>
in use in England, Italy, and other parts of lence, has justly excited unequivocal repro the Pentateuch, from the original Hebrew ;
r of March, toZ
W?S OF I<ÄX.W?a.
Europe. In Jiis country the practice is bation, and the apprehensions which ard en this so provoked the Catholic Clergy that
liberal. ForW
ln Gowen, of 3;
very limited; though highly recommended tertained of his fate, have produced general he was burnt for heresy in 1536.
STATE OF MAINE.
alarm and anxiety. Understatidihg that this
’»id AucCJ
OCCASIONAL THOUGHTS
[Russell’s England.
Dancing.—This is what I should call a by some of our agricultural writers. In subject is under the consideration of your
(the afternoon, i
this
vicinity,
the
few
attempts
to
recruit
:
In
the
year
of
our
Lord
one
thousand
eight,
honorable
body, I have thought proper to
mixed amusement. The head, the heels, the
'WEN,
The first Church in Lyiin.—The work
person, the looks, and a few physical sensa worn but lands in this way which have communicate to you all the information in my
hundred and twenty sevbn.
AN ACT additional to “ An Act regulat tions make up the summum bonum of danc come to our knowledge have not been ve power respecting it; and this I should liave men are employed in taking to pieces this
ing. Sometimes in persons of wit and intel ry successful, and have tended to discour done before, had I not been apprehensive that ancient structure, in order to its remo»Jal
ing Judicial process and proceedings.”
a premature disclosure might have interfer
lect it may be made very subservient to whis
Sect. 1 Be it enacted by the Senate and pers, making love, and ail the manoeuvring of age the practice. In a neighbouring town, ed with pending investigptions. If any fur from the common. This hbusb was built
> GZ.ASSWA||.Hrouse
,
of Representatives in Legislature as those men who live on dying flames and re a farmer, turned in successively on the ther intelligence of importance shall be re in the year 1682, and is the oldest meet
ing-house iii the Statd.
The frame of
sembled, That ail actions of assumpsit, be viving fires. 1 was once a dancer, but it was same "land three green crops, rye, oats and ceived, I shall not fail to communicate it.
DE WITT CLINTON.
the building, and most of the woodwork,
fore a Justice ofthe Peace, in which there in the buoyant days of sixteen, when the buckwheat, and then, in the autumn of
eye of loveliness would kindle a ñamé 1824, sowed rye and clover seed. The
17th March, 1827.
is entirely of oak, and is now in perfect
W'.nS‘aka 0M(<; shall be two or more defendants living in bright
in the bosom. Every one has his dancing age.
Bost. Pal.
rye
was
harvested
in
1825,
and
was
a
very
“Are we turned Turks, and to ourselves do preservation.
Lsq. offers fw a|, different counties, may be brought in any Generally it ought to be in youth. I havelight crop ; the clover was cut thp last
that
nl. a very extJ|i county in which either defendant lives ; however seen it between thirty and forty and,
when such happens 1 can scarcely refrain season, and was hardly worth mowing. Which Heaven hath forbid the Ottomites?”
. NEWBURYPORT BRIDGE.
e mentioned Goor and in such case, the original writ and writ
ers, that every J of execution, shall have force, and he from laughing, although my merriment is too The crops did not indicate that the soil
The excitement in the case of Morgan con
The proprietors of Deer Island bridge,
often
dashed
with
melancholy.
A
rage
tor
sthey could be obti obeyed and executed ¡^. any county in
had been much meliorate hy?yhe vegeta- tinues to increase at the west atid where it near Newburypbft, have resolved to; re
dancing, in females, continued beyond the tali ■
here m this State. I
formur «s hall m- will er,d no mortal can tell. Meeting after! build a chain bridge, with improvements
which any or either of Vhc parties lives ; of the cheek’s bright tint, is ton often the ev- . ble pmcigiicc m, . im
meeting, is held, and resolutions follow resolu
' G.
ciined
to
be
ui
Lord
Kames
’ opinion,‘ that tions, each still more violent and proscriptive on the bld bridge, which it fe thought will
hdence
of
a
small
mind
—
-a
smaller
heart,
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'•nd such
and
sucii process shall
snail be
ne directed
airecica accorperhaps
a
stil
1
smaller
foot.
“
the
best
way
of
converting
a
crop
into
than the other. The mail of this morning render it perfectly safe. Before coming to
-------------------- M dmgly, and return thereof made by all
Melancholy.—An occasional melancholy is manure is to pass it through the body of brings us the following among other resolu this resolution, they instituted a variety of
iR
°fficers
respective coun- one of the most delicious ingredients in the
an animal.” The experiment was made tions passed at Pultney, Steuben county !
experiments, the results oGwhich are sta
Resolved, That we will not hear any Free
happiness of life.
Refined happiness is
d for sale atMannlaU Sect.
Th® result mason preach, unless said preacher shall re ted in the Newburyport Herald, to deter
’ enacted, That in known by the exquisite nature of its lights on a siiicious sandy soil.
he subscriber, No.!,; all actions of assumpsit before a Justice of and shades.—The man that whistles through might have been different on a clayey pr fuse to meet with any lodge of Freemason», mine whether, as some nave supposed, tiie
and shall openly and boldly declare that the tenacity of the iron, of which the chains are
the Peace, (he original writ and writ of life with an unchangeable simper on his cheek loamy soil.
institution of Masonry is a bad institution.
formed, is diminished by their continued
execution, shall have force and be obeyed may be very comfortable, but he never can
The presses in all parts of the state groan
experience these nice, delicate, evanescent
ANOTHER BUBBLE BURST»
in any county wherein personal property sensibilities which are the constant accom
beneath the weight of publications upon this use» These experiments proved to the
Tiie papers of last evening give ac
>ed in^or to the imp!, may bo attached or seized on the same, paniments of a lofty soul. I have seen the
subject, and yet they are denounced in public satisfaction of those who, witnessed them,
louble thi4mei’ican and may be directed to the proper officers countryman look with a vacant stare upon the counts of an exposure in this city of a late meetings, proscribed, 'and threatened with a that the strength of the old chain has not
without stated
of sucii county, and by them executed and glory of an autumn sun descending to the attempt to impose upon the. credulity of loss of patronage, for their silence. Where is been diminished by age or use.
dew,
andiffon!
will
west, which might have filled the hearts of the public—and to swindle. A Mr. Bax this excitement to end ? Are freemasons to
Repertory.
Russian
returned in manner by law provided.
!)nrir
'>’
'•*,uva »«
.«... r. ~
be exterminated, because a few unworthy
heavenly visitants with the purest rapture.
J.
F.'ctl^
[Approved
by
the
Gov
’
r,
Feb.
16,
1827.]
J. F.'cU$ [YPFrovsd by the Gov’r, Feb. 16, 1827.] The painting of a dauber has a broad glare ; ter pretended to have invented a “ self- men are suspected of having committed a
The Hon. Mr. Van Ness, late Gov. of
¡27.
k
the work of a master is full of delicate tints moying water-wheel.” It was construct heinous crime, and for which those suspected
ed
with
sufficient
ingenuity
to
deceive
Vermont,
has just published a long address,
have
been
expelled?
One
would
think
from
and
almost
imperceptible
shades.
----------- - ——-j AN J1CT in further addition to “ An Act
Beauty—Fancy.—. It is not the personal many persons, and mid inspired so much the western papers, that the people are al giving the evidences of the interference of
IP* 11------------------- *o provide for the Education of Youth.”
<>11. KJVVI
Sect. 1. Be it enacted by the Senate and beauty of woman that makes the most lasting confidence that a company was formed, the most ripe for a general massacre of the free officers in the national government, in the
masons. Truly those who have kindled this
impression. It may, when first viewed create
er would take one^Houss of Representatives in Legislature as- a deep sensation—it may agitate the nerves— shares of which sold out rapidly and advan excitement, be they masons or be they not, recent election of a U. S. Senator for thatY
ced
m
a
few
days
.
from
a
small
sum
to
State. A good deal has already been writ
rge
rize
and
wel|
s
we fear will yet have much to answer for!
rVc"? i-dia seihbled, That when it shall be found con- it may excite the imagination—it may touch
ten on this subject; and such influence has
Mew- York Commercial Advertiser.
t xf c°f°ureil or i, venient to forma scbool district from parts the fancy ; but if there is nothing in the mind $1000 per share. On Thursday evening
L None neec bef
been expressly denied.
to
correspond with the fair outside, how soon several of those interested were desirous
for
adjommg towns or plantations, such
for family
family use."
use. ”*'
is beauty bereaved of its power ! Thyee- of examining the machine, and after be
A cure for Cockroaches.—A respectable
¡ARNABAS I'AU(1 towns or plantations concurring respective fourths of what is called youthful love are
professional gentleman informed us yester
ly therein, may establish such districts and mere fancy and imagination. It is sheer de ing detained several hours in front of the day that he has recently discovered that the AN ACT to establish sundry Post Roads.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
■i define the limits thereof, and grant any lusion, and yet it is a delusion which.is won building, resolved upon breaking into it. spirits of turpentine is an effectual remedy asum of money for the purposes and in the derfully fitted -to increase delight. All hap This they accordingly did, and upon tear gainst the depredations of Cockroaches. He Representatives of the United States of Amer
j manner provided in the twelfth section of piness is- merely delusion. Our hopes and ing up the floor under the machine, found recommended, to put a little of it upon the ica in Congress assembled, That the fol
fears control our existence, and what are a cavity large enough for two men to turn shelves or sides of your book cases, bureaus, lowing be established as post roads :
eby given by the.^
has been called oil] the Act to which this is additional ; and hopes and fears but the creatures of fancy
cranks. Tne whole business was thereby armoirs, or other furniture, in which they
In Maine.
• amount of Ta»the Selectmen or Assessors of such towns and imaginations ?
take shelter, which may be readily done with
From Bangdr, by Dutton, Kirkland, and
found to.be a second Redhmffer affair— a feather, and
id notified that tfeji and plantations shall have and possess,
troublesome insects will
in to the saidjTremj jointly, all the powers provided in the
One touch of genius is worth a world of the honest contriver of which was yester soon quit, not only the furniture, but the room. Blakesburg, to Boyleston Mills ;
if March'
(
From Freeman, by New Vineyard, to
mere description. This is strikingly illustra day morning apprehended—though not The remedy is simple and easily obtained by
thirteenth
section
of
the
said
act
:
and
the
>se who have notpai
ted in the effect of the spectacle of Yorick’s without much difficulty and strict searching every person who wishes it. It is not un Farmington ;
district
so
formed
shall
be
a
body
corporate
must be paid pref
pleasant to the smell—soon evaporates, and
horse.—“ Labor stood still as he passed ; the ■—and carried- to the Police Office.
From Dixfield to Weld ;
does no injury to furniture or clothing. This
or he will be imte to afl intents and purposes, as if comprised bucket bung susper led ip the middle o.'the
From Belfast, by Knox, Freedom, a:
is a valuable discovery, it it proves in all cas
ng to such means Un within one town or plantation. And inch well; the spinning wbeelforgct its round.”—
es, as effectual as our informant assured us it Hussey’s Mills, to Albion ;
npleasant to him, a district may, by such towns or plantations, Here the eye, and the rfond, are filled with
ho do not attend Sm
Saddling to Perfection.—Under this title did in his house.
Lou.Adh.
From Guilford, by Abbot and Monson,
with like concurrence, be altered or dis distinct images, taken from life ; and whi^h
give a stronger idea of the remarkableness of a Mr. Prettyman advertises in the Nation
to Hasbelltown ;
vf Christmas Pie was made last year in
LEFIELD, Jr.CW continued, in like manner as any town may the animal, than the most minute delineation. al Intelligencer a new invented.easy spring
From Winthrop, by Readfield and Bel
England containing a goose, a turkey, a hare,
>. 17, 1827.
! alter or discontinue its own districts.
saddle. Among the certificates of its rare a brace of pheasants, a brace of partridges, a grade, to Waterville;
Sect 2. Be it further enacted,' That the
CAMELS’ HAIR.
virtues, is the following from.the ingenious/ brace of rabbits, two pigeons and two tongues.
From Alfred, by Shapleigh East Parish,
Assessors of each town or plantation, of
We obtain from a French paper the fol facetious and eccentric Dr. Thornton, Su The articles was prepared after Dr. Kitch Emery’s Mills, Shapleigh West Parish,
which such district shall be a part , shall as lowing facts concerning the manufacture
ener’s best style, and not a single bone to in and Milton Mills, to Lebanon, in place of
perintendant of the Patent Office —
. Sale by the subset sign to such district a proportion of the of Camels’’ Hair.
“ T. G. Prettyman—Sir : This evening terrupt the process of mastfcation. This the present route from Alfred to Lebanon ;
'ARM situated in ‘Sai money raised for the support of schools,
It is not obtained by shearing like is the first time that i have mounted my matchless pie was two yards long, nearly a
From Bethel, by Greenwood, to Nor
ing about one hundri according to the number of children in that
yard wide, and about two feOt in depth.
sheep
’s wool but is shed spontaneously , by horse since I have received this elegant
en acres ; now oca part of such district which may . be within
way ;
the animal every year, in the month of speciman of your ingenuity. It is so easy,
?. Said farm will be
American Venison.—Such is the regu
From East Machias to Cooper ;
such respective town or plantation. And April, in large .mats, after having protect
that, were I to ride a few hours, on it, I think larity and speed of the packets fibril the U.
From Augusta, by Waterville back
WILLIAM GO io issuing warrants for district meetings, ed it from the cold during the winter sea it probable I should fall asleep. I admire States arriving at this port, says the Liver
meetinghouse, and Schowheagan Falls, to
pool
Mercury,
that
American
venison
is
now
1826. •
recoreriag damages for injuries done to son.
The Tartars who accompany the not only the invention, but the materials,
no unusual dish at the tables of many of our Norridgewock.
district buildings, giving to instructors cer caravans collect them with care, and load
and particularly the workmanship.
townsmen.
tificates of qualification, directing what the animals with their own cast off appar
•WILLIAM THORNTON.
Gale.—On Tuesday, 13th ult. there was
Books shall be used, and visitiegg superin el. The young camels yield the finest
Washington City, June 20th, 1826.”
MF. W-HAMP SHIRE.
a violent blast of wind in Hinsdale, Berk
..
.scriber, a I tending and disciplining the school, the Se hair ; and in its best state it is finer than
The
regular
ticket
for
Congress
is
elected
shire County, which blew down several barns
From ^his it appears that this saddle
Vessel at« lectman or Assessors, the Treasurer and
the most beautiful Angola. The article would be excellent fur the use of those by a strong majority. Some opposition was and sheds, unroofed others, and uprooted
^eckfhe stocks, W
manifested by the Jacksonites against Messrs. many forest trees, A number of sheep wak
School Committee of the eldest town or is obtained from Africa, a great part of Asia,
,ow Sf the best maten
who would take a ride to view the beauties Barker and Whipple, but it has been signal killed by the falling buildings. The vane of
as° s, blocks and sta« plantation, shall have the same powers, and and above all from India. In Persia it is of nature, for in a short time the rider is so ly defeated. Every member ofthe next Con the meeting-house, weighing about 50 pounds,
a. hermaphrodite be subject to the same duties respecting made into the finest carpets. It is suppos composed that he falls into a sweet and gress from this state, with one exception, was taken off and carried more than 40 rods.
sold a great barm such districts, as respecting districts whol-. ed that the English spin it wet, & deprived profound slu/nber, and when he wakes up, (Woodbury) is the avowed supporter of Mr.
dPeW Paper.—A new paper has been es
WILLIAM GOOC! ly vVithin their own town or plantation :
of oil. It is stated, that a single manufac may find he has fallen off his horse and Adams. Greater pains were never taken by tablished at Rochester N. Y. to be devoteci
.827.
.
I Provided, That all money raised by such
any party to defeat an election than have been
turer in France has used a large quantity broken his neck, it would be an excel
resorted to in relation to Messrs. Barker and entirely to the publication of matters con
district, or by the towns or plantations of camels’ hair for several years ; and the
lent article in a nursery of children.
Whipple, and we wish it were in our power nected with the Morgan business.
composing the same, shall be paid into the texture of his cloth makesit probable that
to say, that those exertions had in all cases
An old la Jy recently died in Ohio, from
treasuries of the respective towns or plan he practises the mode adopted in England.
A distressing accident happened at Smyr been fair and honorable. But the suppression eating too heartily of baked beans.
tations to be assigned in maimer aforesaid, Those who have tried to manufacture it
or
destruction
of
printed
ballots
for
the
reguna on th. 3d of December. About a hunThe bill authorising the purchase of ozi/
. j
-iii
i- i'i Jar ticket—the circulation of others with
;rs have formed a W or applied to the purposes for which it
without extracting the oil, have not suc dred persons, including a number of chil-1 ^ast^aTps name inserted in place of Bar- thousand barrels of Flour, for the Greeks
jss under the firm of shall have been legally raised by the dis
ceeded in spinning fine threads.
dren, were assembled in an o,d house, to ;
anj Webster's or Cartland’s in place has passed the New-York Senate by a vote
trict. And such district shall in aft cases
At Rouen it has been successfully mixed celebrate the nuptials oft w.p young Greeks. j of Whipple’s—a\\ printed in close imitation of 18 to 12.
ss at the Store bet» choose its own school agent.
withmotton, and stuffs made of it are much There was dancing in the principal hall in • of the republican ticket—were means ot deOne hundred and thirty steam-boats, ac
Sect. 3. Be it further enacted, That softer than the ordinary mixtures of cotton the second story, and the Fomen and chil-! feating the ^‘¡0" o^td^s which « cording to our last accounts are now travers
>r Bourne, in Mam s
,
Tj
it,
-rc
had supposed the opposition were yet top libhe Bank, where whenever the inhabitants, of a school .dis and wool.
.
D. Adv.
dren were seated on the sefa^ as specta-; eral to^dopt. And what is still more re ing the Western waters—of which 13 ar :
.sortmentof
upwards of 400 tons each ; 24 rising of 200
trict shall determine to. apply a part of
tors, when suddenly the floor g-ave way markable, these pitiful attempts were made do. ; and 51 ranging between 100 and 200
their school money to the support of a
& immediately after the walls of the build exclusively by those who most loudly pro
EXTRAVAGANT DRESS.
md Groceries, school taught by a mistress, and part to A late paper states, that at a ball at ing fell in, and covered the unfortunat« claim their adherence to “ regular nomina tons.
Impositions are practised upon the inhab
tions.” The conduct of the editor of the
•es for Cash, Conn® that of a school taught by a master, they
Belfast, Ireland, the Marchioness of Lon women and children writh the ruins an<
itriot in this business, has been any tiling itants of Bath, Me. in selling Bass wood for
determine in district,meeting or em
OLIVER BO« may
'
maple, and Poplai’ Bark for Oak.
donderry (widow of the late British minis dust. The men were principally in th« b! t fair and honorable.
power the school committee, or. a special
Concord, (H. H.f Journal.
WILLIAM fOW; number by them chosen, to determine what ter, Castlereagh). wore on her dress, dia corridor, and they escaped without th*
R. Island.—Sarah Howland has been con
monds to the value of upwards of three loss of life.—But 15 women, all Greeks
victed, on the second trial, of the murder of
t, Jan. YD, 182B.
¿8SCHptiOn of scholar:
s sh ill attend each
verson
appeared
at
the
Police
office
in
Daniel Charles, in Tiverton, and sentenced
hundred and fifty thousand dollars ; on the. and 9 children, 4 of whom were Amepians
JRNEreques s
assio-n the
-York on Monday morning last, and stat- to be executed on the 18th of May next.
either by Note W school, and assign them to the one or the same evening, probably three hundred and Were killed. Eight persons were wound
at
while
lying
drunk
in
the
street,
on
the
1th
pay iæmediateJf J other, in such manner as shall promote
Government have ordered the remains of
iglii previous, he was robbed of his hat, craÄosewhoneglec J their best proficiency and greatest benefit. fifty thousand persons in Ireland, went sup ed. The bridal pair escaped uninjured.
perless to bed. A London paper, describ-,
ind pantaloons. The thief was not dis- Lt. Wm. H. Allen to be conveyed from Math an Attorney to J
Sect. 4. Be itfurther enacted, T hat any
•ed and the gentleman withdrew in his tanzas to his native place, Hudson, N York.
ing the dresses’of s?me fashionables on a
The Mountains pf Saxony were so c
inhabited Island, so distant from the main
?.al undress, after a polite bow to the
M,r. Randolph, on his return to Virginia,
public occasion in that city, makes the fol pletely covered? with ssjow, about the i ;t
that in the opinion of the town or planta
strates.
on the 5th inst. was invited to partake of a
lowing statement :—“ Hon. Mrs. Hope of February, that the authorities of
tion. to which it belongs, it cannot with
public dinner, by the citizens of Norfolk ;
was a meteor in the throng—that lady villages at their feet and on their sides
law was passed, during the late session but declined, on account of the feeble state
et will clos» bisPJÎ convenience and advantage I
was a moving firmament ; and it was said, caused bells to be rung night amd day, to! ofthe Massachusetts Legislature, on libels of his healtr.
; in April next, anJJ any school district, and too s
that the cost in brilliants alone, in a dress aeguaint travellers of their approach to in- j for slander, which allows the truth to be giv2» 5 Indebted to*} iposg a district by itself, may 1
Among other contributions for the Greeks
in i
■
' places, the
■
■
■
, enin justification of the truth, which is charg- in Philadelphia is one of five dollars, from a
of sombre magnificence (crimson,) exceed habited
communications
unt, who have not* districting the town
plant;
i
ed
as
a
libel
;
provided
“
there
is
proof
the
ed seven hundred thousand pounds 1” or, tween which were totally interrupted.
penitent gambler,- which he says he should
“advertisements,#
■ publication was made with good motives and
such case the Assessors shall
otherwise have spent at the gaming tablé.
.three million, one hundred and eighty
for justifiable ends.”
inhabitants of such Isl
f housand dollars ! ‘ A sum,’ says an Amer
A daily mail-stage now runs between Rut
The thirty-three miles between Liver
school money assessed
ican editor, “ more than sufficient to pay pool and Manchester are performed by
A correspondent of one of the New-York land, Vt. and Boston.
them expended for the
the salaries of all’the governor's in the U- coaches in 2 hours and three quarters ! papers states there are two Geese now
Barbank’s paper mill in Worcester, about’
tion, in such way as tffi
nited States for fifty five years !'”
Half a minute is allowed for changing living in the town of Horse Neck, both two miles south of the village, took fire on
COliec----- —
». shall approve.
Philadelphia Reformer.
horses, at which eight persons are employ eighty-two years old ; they have both laid the 24th ult.—Damage about $500. The fire
flJAM GO^ Sect. 5. Be it farther
is supposed to have originated by spontane
ed,
four to remove the horses, and four to regularly for 81 years, and one of them is ous combustion, in some cotton waste in the
inhabitants of school d:
place fresh, ones to the coach.
PEDESTRIANISM.
now sittingi
tract meeting legally ass
chamber.
riment of if they think proper, at i
___Mr
A
Pemberton walked from Montreal
■eA hog which weighed 624 pounds when
to Quebec in February last, adistance of 180
fertbat their schools sh
The choice of a wife is in Reality, the , A barn,' with seven cows and forage, dressed was sold in Belfast, Me. a tew days
miles
in
four
days.
The
weather
was
not
RAMEO
since.—It was of the small bone breed, add
the agent or agents she
very .favorable, aiid the roads were in a bad choice of fortune. It is impossible for a was burnt by lightning at Canajoharie, Ni
raised bv Mr. Peter Moulton.
York on-the 12th iiistf
cable confprm to such <
man to be happv with a bad wife.
ate.
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alegue of the Officers and Students of Bow- j
doin College, and the Medical School of i
Maine.” From the Catalogue we learn that i
the total number of students is 176, viz. Med
ical Students, 66 ; Seniors, 32 ; Juniors, 21 ;
Sophomores, 34 ; Freshmen, 23.

[rks sin(
Lbeen1
•
■The
— &majority of the last-Senate
-f---! o
mistaken.
< fsome of theirs. Now, we wish it to be
I island
understood, that we arc opposed to mon
is against them.”
foeeks
archical
rule
in
any
shape
or
any
guise.
From the National Intelligencer.
Tiie Enquirer goes on to express-its ex- ;
Lvould
Our ancestors sought an asylum in Ameri
TOWN MEETING.
uberant joy at this news, being very earn
SIGNS OF THE TIMES.
’
ca to avoid it in one form *. let not their
estly, and very conscientiously^ no doubt,
The annual meeting for the,choice of Town
pifan/
Of Caucuses, pretending to an authority 'engaged iu the very laudable task of put descendants consent to wear the yoke in
officers, &c. was held in this town on Mon
Destructive Fire in Augusta.
another.
Above
all,
let
them
not
submit
over public sentiment, we have never ting down the Administration, right or
day last.
On Monday night last, (says the Eastern
lies into
been either the advocates or defenders. wrong. It is no wonder that “ at Wash to the rule of a hydra-headed despotism;
Maj. Horace Porter, was chosen Modera Chronicle, printed at Gardiner) about 11 o’
absolutely
divested
of
all
responsibility,
Lvasal
As a mode of sitting forth the opinions of ington” “ the public sentiment is risingclock,
the
inhabitarits
of
(Augusta
were
alarm

Lar®those who assemble to consult, we have stronger and sttonger against them,” when planning its projects in secrecy, and shroud tor.
ed by the ringing of bells and thé cries of
Maj. Timothy Frost, 7bwn Clerk.
ted^:
supposed caucus recommendations of per we learn from the “ organ” at New York, ing them in impenetrable mystery.
Fire ! It proved to be in Kennebec Bridge,
Joseph Hatch/
Selectmen and
which, as many of our readers know, was
( To be continued.)
sons for high public stations unobjection that there has bepn a “ concentration” of
Nathaniel Jefferds, and J> Overseers oj the
framed and covered above the floor, resem
Murn to A
able, on the score of principle. We be it here. The signs of the times are “ omin
Jeremiah Lord,
yPoor.
bling, externally/ a large rope walk. The
X^i/lSlá JOOf’SOSSS-S
lieve that opinions, expressed by such as ous” enough, we agree, ami we do not
Joseph Moody, Esq. Town Treasurer.
fire 'was first discovered iii a closet or locker
Geo. Hussey, Esq. /’own Agent.
semblies, are entitled to all the respect think they can well “ be mistaken.” We
built about midway of the bridge for a depos
A n®3S?
PORTSMOUTH, MARCH31.
Samuel Littlefield, Jr. Constable.
it of tools, ropes, &c. necessary for workmen
that is due to the characters and standing are not as confident as the Enquirer that
' ijtothe
TRIANGULAR BELL.
j Rev. N. H. Fletcher»
~1
in case of repairs.—At the time of the dis
of those by whom they are expressed, and the ‘ç majority of the late Senate is against
The sloop Majestic, which arrived here Edward E. Bourne, Esq. |
School
covery < it had made but little progress ; but
I Ike
to no more or higher respect. In this them,” but the Enquirer is mt far wide of
>Ct}mmZztee.
the rapidity with which the flames spread,
from New-York, has brought one of the James Titcomb,
light, we highly approved the open and the mark, as, in two preceding essays, we
|
aided by the air Circulating through the build
triangular bells, for the Baptist meeting Rev. Joshua Roberts,
flank nomination of Mr. Crawford and Mr. have shewn. We are glad to have so
J
ing on the inside, and above and beneath it on
I butnstai
house in Pitt-street. It is a square bar of Jos. G. Moody,
the outside, that in about five minutes from
Gallatin, for the Presidency and Vice Pres good an authority to confirm what we have
cast steel, bent into a triangular form and
PAR1SH MEETING.
Ithat time, the fire ranged the whole length
idency, previous to the last election, as hitherto supposed, rather than asserted, welded. It weighs about 200 pounds. It
peace«
On Tuesday last, was held the Annual Par- of
’ the Bridge, pouring out with violence at
one of the most honorable and virtuous in regard to the organized opposition in is suspended from the frame by a leather
each end, and bursting through different parts
lift/
ish Meeting of the society of the Rev. N. H. of
( the roof,
acts of public duty ever performed by an1 that body. The Enquirer, better informstrap, and is struck by a hammer fixed just
On either sidè of the river, at the opposite
Fletcher, being the first parish in this town—
assembly of individuals.
Considered in1 edthan us, is, perhaps, more nearly right.
J Lt íisi
above it. As the bell itselfdoes not move,
ends of the bridge, there is a cluster of build
this aspect, a Caucus is but another term
Gytiensa
Speaking of the Enquirer, leads us to the strength of a.child is sufficient to ring After a Prayer by the Rev. Mr. Fletcher, 'ings principally stores. No sooner had the
Ifeloives
for a public meetings whose proceedings notice its lô Pœan, ot Thursday last, be
Daniel Sewall, Esq. was chosen Moderator,
fire commanded the whole bridge, than the
it. The tone is clear and pleasant, and
tifo.
are of greater or less authority, according ginning in the folio wing, lofty strains of ex
the sound, it is believed, sufficiently loud 8c Jos. Moody, Esq. Clerk, when the follow flames brought destruction into the opposite
to the character and standing of those who ultation :
villages.
In
a
few
moments
a
large
store,
ing
officers
were
chosen
tor
the
ensuing
year.
/for the common purposes of a bell.—Jour.
I Msequ1
owned by ,E. Craig, and occupied by the
1 French
compose it.
Joseph Moody, Esq. Treasurer.
“ All Aback /—Every thing is ominous of
Messrs.
Jones
’
,
on
tifo
western
side,
and
a
To the principle of Caucus recommen the fate of the Coalition. All their favor
Daniel
Sewall,
Esq.
)
SACO, aprii< 4.
building improver? as a dwelling house by
dations or resolutions, intended io control
Joseph Thomas, Esq. & > Assessors.
ite measures, during the last session have MELANCHOLY catastrophe.
Col. Enoch Hardy,
_j
| Mr. Kincaid the tolí gatherer, on the eastern'
majorities by the force of political combi
side, were wrapped in the destructive ele
been defeated. The Woollen bill, the Co
It becomes our painful duty to men
Hon. Joseph Dane, Auditor of Accounts.
nations, we are, aiv'¡ ever have been, de
ment. Then it was that a spectacle was
lonial bill, the Naval School bill, the two tion the occurrence of another of these
•
It gives us peculiar pleasure, from the au presented to us, as awfully sublime as it was
cidedly averse.
There is a species of
Dock bill—arc blown sky high, sky high.” heart-rending accidents which are becoming
thority of gentlemen who have been in the: lamentable ! Let the reader, if he be not ac 
Caucus, however, which we regard in a
By the - “ Coalition,” the Enquirer deli frequent on our river. On Thursday af
quainted in Augusta, picture to himself a
habit of attending the Meetings of this Par
pinch more serious light than even those cately alludes to the Constitutional Presi
lüoesfof
building offour and fifty feet in length, externoon last, Mr. Benjamin Fogg, of Hol
Ham«
last mentioned.
dent, and the Officers who preside over jlis, and Temple Foss, of Buxton, employ ish for more than twenty years last past, to> tending across a deep river and uniting at its
|1 Board
We refer to that description of Caucus
opposite ends two compact and beautiful vil
the great Departments oftte Government. ed
( near the bridge at Salmon Falls by Col. have it in our power to state, that the last lages, let him behold that building, with two
«Island
Which is held, whether at stated times or
I duties'
We shall not dispute about names ; and ;I. Lane, of HoUis, in getting off a large was the fullest, the most feaceable and the others, one on each side of the river, now aperiodically, to determine the fate of great
most
harmonious
which
has
been
held
dur

I W?c(
certainly there is no great disrespect in body
j
bandoned to the devouring element and
of logs which were pressed together
public concerns, not upon their merits, but
«policy
belching forth tall spires of flame amidst the
this application of the word “ Coalition,” (in Saco river in such a manner as to raise ing that time.
! . Ri
upon other principles ; which is Composed
darkness
of
midnight.
We
had
been
present
Among
the
various
transactions
of
the
by those who are pro^sd of belonging to the
,
water above the falls to an enormous
I Arable £
at fires before, but never did we behold such
of persons self-appointed, of whom some “ a Combination,” the formation of which
orse, as
height. While these men were upon the meeting, (all of which were acted on with an awful sublimity, such terrible grandeur as at
individual must always be “ the master has been almost officially announced. That
logs, the immense pressure ofwater caused unanimity and goodness of feeling highly that moment !
spirit,” to give impulse and direction to
Fortunately the night was calm, there be
the Bankrupt Bill, the Naval School Bill, them to burst from their confinement in so creditable to a society determined on' sup
the whole ; which is held under the cover
tisstí
or the two Dock Bill, and especially the sudden and unexpected a manner as to af porting good order and living according to ing but little air in circulation ; but this cir
of night, and obligations of secrecy; whose
cumstance, while it proved highly favorable
former, were favorite measures of the Ad ford the unfortunate individuals no possible the precepts of the Holy Scripture) was a
öf te
for
the
operations
of
the
engines
and
citizens,
fiat is felt before it is revealed ; whose in
ministration, we were not before apprized. chance of escaping to the shore, or to re unanimous vote of thanks to Mr. Ebenezer served to increase the grandeur of the scene
fluence is visible at noon-day, without one
We had, on the contrary, until the Enquir ceive assistance from those on the adjoin Shackley, for the generous donation to this amidst the solemn stillness that prevailed ak?oi
being able to tell whence it cometh* or
|t, the
er gave us this information, supposed that ing* bank. They were consequently car society, of two hundred dollars towards the rouisd.
whether it goeth. Such a Caucus, as far
In but little more than half an hour from
they were, in the Semita, where they were ried down the precipitous course of the purchase of an organ.
the time the alarm was given, the bridge,
as it is brought to bear upon men, will
cc defeated,” favorite measures of Mr. stream, with the mass of logs, timber, &c.
God grant that-each succeeding year, may withitsnow naked but yet burning frame
hardly gain by a comparison with the rep
Hàyne, of South Carolina, by whom they and almost instantly drowned or crushed to find this society increasing in numbers, in over it, yê/Z. It fell in two divisions. The 1 I de wit
robated Inquisition. of Old Spain. . The
were all reported and' ably advocated, and death among the rocks and floating tim union, in virtue and in happiness ; and may eastern arch first giving way, and the we$t- i \ engag
rack and torture are not among its imple
who is certainly not a particular friend to ber. One ofthe men nearly succeeded in we as Christians never become the fosterers ern following it in about fifteen minutes.
ments, but there are others of equal ma
By the spirited exertions of the citizens,
We ha
this Administration; We sincerely regret gaining foot-hold upon a rock ; but at that of superstition and bigotry—but be permitted the other buildings endangered by the lira ¡
lignity ; and he that hath but the tinge of
that these measures foiled of success, be critical juncture he was struck by a log,
í a leih
were
happily
saved,
though
a
number
were
|
to hand down to future generations» the pre- ’
heresy about him, so for as to doubt the
cause we considered them important, the and. instantly dashed to pieces.—Both the
lieh st;
considerably injured. The large store of ¡
infallibility of the Grand Inquisitor, or
cepts of the Bible in its purity and true mean- *Mr. Lawson on the eastern side, and the store ¡ i »resent
first as an improvement of our civil code unfortunate men left families to mourn the
ing, as revealed in that sacred volume ; and owned
(
have an opinion of his own, will experi
i ,the H
by the Misses Crommets, the inside
—the two others as important to the pros melancholy termination of their existence.
ence their infliction. If the power were perity and efficiency of the Navy : but we
may the pure religion of Jesus Christ increase of
, which was burnt out last winter and had ! Ibgtbe
Another man by the name of Cousins,
been recently repaired,—another occupied
equal to the will, no man who darecl to
do not believe that their defeat was pro escaped a similar fatd by a miraculous in among us, and fill the whole earth with its by D. Stone', Esq. and the dwelling-house | l|y on
think for himself would escape political
benign
influence,
till
the
eyes
of
the
weak,
duced by caucus agency , unless in the case terposition of Providence. While endeav
owned by Judge Bridge and occupied by M i ¡ il tbos
damnation. We should be treated, with a
credulous and unthinking shhll be” o- Robinson,—all on the western side, were fre [ 1 Hous
! of the last, which is thought by some to oring to assist* the drowning men, one of the
1
grandat least once in every four
to the seveafod r.digiou Y4 tint gospel quepfiy on fire ; the two last of v. hich were
I ked
]
have been sacrificed to a political man his fi/i kcamc c: -.t/ngfod in r&pe attach- f pewd
badly injured.
.
years.
' •
:
œuvre, in order to prevent the location of l; ed to the floating LmL r ; and at the in- -_ and may thè dark machinations of priest
A greater destruction of property by fire !
We shall have arrived at a dangerous
a dry-dock in the State of New-York, lest, stant he was about to be precipitated into <craft never be permitted to seduce us into, at any one time, it is believed, never before .
crisis, indeed, of our national e’xi<em:e, if
or
persuade
us
to
become
their
bond

occurred
on this river. The loss we have |
perchance, the administration should be the river, he seized hold of a tree, and by error,
<
ever such a “ concentration” as this, aime at 1
thought to meditate any measure which an extraordinary effort kept his hold till men, orto be the instruments, in their hands, not.heard estimated with precision ; but it is i
generally believed to be between 15 and 20 j
in0* to wield the powers of this government would be even incidentally beneficial to
rived
' the rope broke—and thus he was saved of plucking by little and little from the Eagle
thousand dollars. The bridge was entirely I
‘by unlawful agencies, shall extend its op
fated
of liberty (which has long hovered over this
that
State.
from
a
premature
grave.
destroyed.
erations from men to measures, and under
ihous
happy, this favored land, dispensing its
With
regard
to
the
colonial
bill)
we
do
take to determine, in its nocturnal confer
ed, an
blessings alike to the poor and the rich) every
NORWICH, MARCH 14.
FROM EUROPE.
ences, the fate of great questions of legis believe that die Enquirer is rightly inform
lOunt
SHOCKING AFFAIR.
vestige of its plumage, till not a feather re
ed,
when
it
states
its
rejection
to
have
By
the
ship
Octavia,
from
Liverpool,
lation. by considerations relative, not to
We learn that Mr. David Jilson, of this mains to protect our religious rightsand lib
wards
been
caused
by
hostility
to
the
administra

papers,
to
Feb.
19,
were
received.
their merits, but by considerations wholly
town, was killed in Windham on Saturday
t was
erty of conscience from ecclesiastical tyranny
In the midst of official business, the Earl
foreign to their merits. Dark will be our tion. Some members of the Senate were last, by a man of the name of McNelly, an
lieh 1
and oppression—But may the time come, and of Liverpool, one of the most distinguish
.doubtless,
opposed
to
the
principle
of
the
Irishman
by
birth.
It
appears
from
verbal
destiny, if such usurpation be ever sub
mis, i
statements given that the former had employ
mitted to. .Signalized in history will be bill, or rather of the amendments made to ed the latter, who was a tailor, to make some that quickly, when the whole human family ed of the British Ministers and the leader
in the House of Lords, has been struck I
it
by
the
popular
branch
of
Congress,
on
shall
greet
each
other
as
brother
and
as
friend
his name, which is identified with such a
clothes for him, and went to the shop at the
with a paralysis, and his recovery is des- ¡
conspiracy against the public weal. Hon account of which the bill was defeated ; time appointed to get them—when a dispute _When different opinions and different ideas
I The1
others,
we
have
no
dbubt,
voted
against
it
arose about something, in which McNelly of religious services, shall no longer excite paired of. The event depressed stocks
ored will be his name who shall come for
because they thought the measure might became furiously mad, plunged upon his dis religious jealousies and fill the heart with above 1 per cent.—and will probably affect Iter in
ward and expose it.
is seai
putant with a pair of large shears in his hand,
Let us hope that that day is far distant be acceptable to the Executive, and use gave him two or three violent stabs, and oth rancour and unjustifiable animosities—When the great business regarding the Catholic! foe ris
Claims---- Free Trade----- and the Grain!
when there would be any ground for such ful in the adjustment of our relations with erwise assaulted him till every appearance the human mind will expand with sentiments
“ All aback !” says the of life was extinct. The horrid deed was of generosity and mercy toward his fellow Laivs—which were about to be brought! i ;irk b<
an exposition.
But, when we see the Great Britain.
; jd at
Enquirer,
“
Every
thing is ominous of the soon found out by the neighbors, and the per man—when the most trivial errors, and most before Parliament.
boldness with which some ofthe object of
petrator was immediately secured. Medical
Iff the House of Lords on the 14th, the ' i ve nc
these caucus statesmen are already avow fate of the Coalition !” What is ominous aid was called in, and after much exertion. wmocini exfiressions will no longer be repreping
Marquis of Landsdowne gave notice that!
ed, we have much to fear from their suc Of it I This defeat of their favorite meas Mr. Jilson was revived. He lingered through■ sentedas willful and malignant indecencies
per p
ure,
the
colonial
bill.
How
is
this
omin

he
would
call
their
lordships
’
attention
to|
one or, two days in extreme agony, and final' and insults ; when our great study will
cess.
The elections made, and their
erisi
the
catholic
claims
on
the
8th
of
March.
.
Courier.
Choice eecured, the same means can hard ous to them? Because'it will throw our ly expired.
be that of promoting the happiness of
commercial
relations
with
Great
Britain
The
Liverpool
Commercial
Chronicle!
ly fail to be employed to perpetuate their
our fellow creatures—Then will every
ELLSWORTH, MARCH 21.
into confusion ; and the people will blame
contains a gloomy picture of the distress
■power which were used to acquire it*
heart be united in brotherly love and good
the administration for it, and put them
FIRE*—About 8 o’clock on Thursday
still prevailing in the manufacturing dis
x With these preliminary remarks, we
fellowship ; and then shall we all, though
tricts.
.
proceed to a further considerdion of the down, to put up the V combination.” And ^evening last, a fire broke out in the most
iw-Y
our forms of worship may differ, reverence
A long debate took place in the House
signs of the times ; the repetition of which are the great concerns of this nation to be ' compact part of this village, in a building
ved t
K-rc».» x'-'vx». —Then
*
one God and believe. All
in U71.U
one Saviour
perilled
on
such
electioneering
schemes
as
owned
and
occupied,
m
part,
as
store,
by
of
Common^
ou
the
15th
Feb.
on
the
sub

expression reminds us of a paragraph in the
Neu
be
proclaimed peace on ject of the emigrations to the colonies]
and
not
till
then,
can
1
John
M.
Haje
;
&
by
Jos.
A.
Wood,
Esq.
as
this
I
Is
it
supposed
that
the
people
ajre
so
Richmond Enquirer, of Tuesday last, in
iboo¡
«X; W«
ended in the re-appointment of ,d
earth and good will one towards
the fo-n.»,.
other, Ii
blind
and
so
bewildered
as
not
to
be
able
a
dwelling
house.
The
fire
was
discovered,
which it is used—being the very day on
i
fo trace effects to their causes, and cast and the alarm /.ven by Mr. Wood, whjle with all mankind.
mopmiittee for that purpose.
which we first, committed it to paper.
puso
the
cmisure
where
the
blame
justly
be

most
of
the
inhabit&nis
of
the
immediate
“ We understand (says the. Enquirer)
11 Ilei
longs ? But, we have' not yet arrived at vich’.ity were »¿tending an evening lec
The
old
African
Enemy
of
the
British,
Massachlsetts.—The annual election in
that the Administration are falling to pieces
I
at Washington. The Publfo sentiment i.s this grave part of our argument, and re ture ; and the F verend gentleman in the Massachusetts took place on Monday last. the King of Aftantee, lias died of fhq
been
sume the lighter thread. Jn good time, ! desk soon found that the congregation
wounds
he
received
in
the
last
battle
with
rising stronger and stronger against them.
ffe
Hon. Levi Lincoln was re-elected Governor
were
unceremoniously
leaving
him
to
them.
•------- '
Bost. fal. ,
we shall be serious upon it.
k(
by a large majority. Gov. Lincoln’s firm,
The news from Portugal had again be
Enough" has been already said to shew “ spend his strength for nought.”
‘ Mt is due to the frankness of these strict
By the timely and spirited exertions of patriotic and praise-worthy conduct relative come interesting. The rebels, who ac] ; i Eve!
ures that we should keep nothing back from that, in one branch of the Legislature of
tevei
our readers. We are far from being dispos the United States, an organization has the citizens its*progress was arrested with to the Charlestown Free Bridge caused the cording to previous àçcotfots, had been
ed to draw, from facts which are known, any been effected^ a party, whose fundamen but little damage; but had Mr. Wood friends of that measure to manifest a decided completely, annihilated, had some how got
- w (
inferences they do not warrant. Still less
been from home, or the alarm been delay opposition to his re-election. The result, resuscitated ; had made a new expedition
shall we state as fact anv thing which we do tal principle is’hostility to the present ad
i !Xt,
1
nvever,
must
be
gratifying
to
every
friend
into
the
Country,
and
reached
nearly
to!
not personally know, We wish therefore, to ministration ; and that a similar organiza ed 15 or 20 minutes longer, as there was
Oporto ; where, however, it is said the/
be distinctly understood as giving no authori- tion is boastfully predicted in the other no engine in town, the probability is that to our fr,ee institutions.
< v of ours to what rumor says, when we state branch of the Legislature. It has also human efforts would have been in vain ;
had been defeated and compelled to flee! ,
it as a common-report, that a regular caucus
Juvenile Depravity.—Two boys about It must be uncertain, however, for a time,'
' and that the destruction of two stores, with
been
shewn,
we
think,
that
every
one
who
was held during the last session, & particularly
during the latter part of it, composed of mem will not join in the cry, Delenda est, (downi most of their contents, and three dwelling- sixteen years of age, were convicted of whether this over-throw is the final oné~!
bers of the opposition, at which some one of with it !) is to share the same fate, to the; houses would hav«j been the consequence. theft in this village on Tuesday last. They and whether England may not find in this
Courier.
the number presided and another acted as extent of the power of that party, whether
were sentenced to 15 days imprisonment in expedition new causé of offence against
Secretary ; that when thus formally organi
------ r
lb.
the County gaol. We. understand their ap Spain.
among
the
people
or
the
people
’
s
repre

zed, public questions were then discussed,
Mr. Villemain was removed from th|
The last cotton crop of Tennessee is paratus for pursuing the business was quite
sentatives.
It
is.,
excitingly
proclaimed
with reference to their political expediency,
French Academy, by a ministerial ordeij
expecte^to
shoi t
iwo m^'^ns
and theiv bearing on the Presidential election; that there is to. be, at the next session, a
extensive.
’for opposing the restriction on the press!
and that regular votes weré taken, the whole majority, in both branches of the National ' and. a half of dollars or even three millions.
i 18L
body considering itself bound by the decisions Legislature, hostile to the present admin Trade is very brisk at Nashville.
Somerset and Penobscot District.—A But $18,000 were immediately obtained
I 001
ofthe major part of it. We- shall not pretend
third trial for choice of a Representative to for him by a public subscription. Il
to mame the place cf meeting, much less the istration ; and, in the jargon of the school
q
re
As an example to stimulate all good Congress from this District was made on straws shew which way the wind blows!
number or names of those who attended. It to which “ the leaders” belong, it is said
> out
citizens to the constant and punctual per Monday last. There is no choice. In‘27 how much more does this 1
lb.
/ said, however, that all these particulars are that this desiderated and exceedingly pro
susceptible of proof. Nevertheless if'-Mr. pitious posture of public aflairs will have formance ofthe sacred duty of exercising towns the votes were, for Carr, 361 ; Her
« da
Benton, Mr. Dickerson, Mr. Rowan, or any been produced fiy a “ concentration of o- the right.of suffrage, we think it worthy of rick, 564-; Williamson, 647 ; Wilkins, 145 ;
.The last advices from Qreece are ft , ||
other of the respectable gentlemen, who be
remark,
that
the
ifonerable
Dr.
Holyoke
vorable to this persecuted and sufferi^
long to the party will give his word of- honor pinion” which lias taken place1 at Wash and Timothy Pickering, the former now al Scattering, 403.
people. The Government Was establish!
■that no such meetings were held at any time ington, which is to effect a “ restoration”
most ninety eight years of age, attended at
during the session, or for any purpose we of 9 republican usages
by which is meant
Constantine Nicodewu
Bowdoin College.—By the politeness of ed at Egina.
the
polls,
and
we
have
no
doubt,
gave
shall with heartfelt pleasure contradict the a restoration of old King Caucus to rights
our young friends at Brunswick, we have was appointed commander in the town, ail
whole story, and vindicate the opposition &-prerogatives, of which public opinion has their suffrages to Gov, Lincoln.
been favored withseveral copies of the “ Cat- the protection of the National AssemW
^rom so gross a calumny its, if false, this would
Salem Gciv.
curtailed him,,as, within the last half cenb?..

The ominous signs of the limes cannot bo tury, it has done other absolute

The
Ipsavî-ots.
entrusted io
e. yedlcal ScW
Turks since their defeat by Karaiskaki,
we led
have been compelled to abandon Dobrena.
dents ls.l?6i
The island of Negropont is blockaded by
iors, 32- jAi
the Greeks and it is expected that the same
hmen, 23
I step would be taken with regard to Candia.
There had bean frequent meetings of
■e m
I
the Divan at Constantinople, supposed to
st. (says the E¡J be respecting the advance of the Russian
^rdmeri) about
^^igustaiverei ¡i armies into Persia. The Turkish Govern
ells and the cries! ment was alarmed at Being nearly surroandn Kennebec BRlr! by the armies of Russia. The Sultan had
r readers foJ invited Ibrahim Pacha to Constantinople,
ove the floor, '¿i but it was believed in Corfu that he would
if ge rope walk. 3 !
d in a closet or¿ \ return to Alexandria.
he bridge fora J ¡
A message from the King was transmit
ted to the British Parliament on the 15th,
recommending further provision for the
mg through th® Duke and Dutchess of Clarence, corres
hove and beneath¡(, ponding with their station, and with the
circumstances in which they now stand.
ged the whole ¿
Out With violent
kingstofs jam. march 5.
through differentR'
The accounts from St. Domingo state that
river, attheid much feverish anxiety prevailed among, the
British inhabitants in that island, as very
reus a cluster (ft .great dissatisfaction existed between the
No sooner had(i Haytiensand their goT-ernment.—Trade was
vhole bridge, than¿ at its lowest ebb, and the country inundated
'ti°n mto the oppo¿. with tfie very worst description of French
oments alai^S goods, which had been brought to the island,
and occupied byft in consequence of the short duties paid there
western side,
on French manufactured .gyods. 1 he people
a dwelling house i openly’declared that the y>rand had been sold
itherer, on the ea¿¡ to tfie French by the President and his party.
the destructive N
that a spectacle®
HARTFORD, APRIL 2.
fully sublime as it®
Extract of a letter from a gentleman re
eader, if he be nob cently from Barb ado es, to a gentleman in
picture to himselfi this city.—“ Letters from my House at Barfiy feet in length# badoesj of 9th Feb. informs that instructions
■iver and uniting afi had arrived per packet the day before, from
pact and beautifuki the Board of Trade, to admit from the Neu
hat building, witht| tral Islands all enumerated articles, paying
le of the river, novn the duties’&s heretofore ; a most unexpected
muring element« indulgence at this time, and so contrary to
es of ñame amidst ¡ the policy that Great Britain wished to estab
We had been prese lish. This however, is to be supposed a fa
er did we beholds) vourable step to establishing a direct inter
:errible grandeur a course, as heretofore.”— Times.

it was calm, thereh
•culation; but ihisc¡[
■oved highly favoral
ie engines and citize;
grande upof the set
Iness that prevail^
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ig way, and the iq
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it last winter alt
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believed, never M
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female against another for implying a want entered the office of Judge Wilde, then in
of chastity, whereby she lost a marriage. full practice in Hallowell and on completing
his studies, formed-with him a connexion in
Verdict $1200.
professiorial business. When Mr. Wilde
was appointed one of the Judges of the Su
The editors of the New-York Gazette, preme Court, Mr. Bond succeeded to the en
in their Tuesday’s paper, mention that tire business of the office, and has always
they have squeezed in fifty new advertise- continued to have an extensive practice. He
represented that town for several years in
meats which were omitted the day before, the Legislature of Massachusetts, and after
in addition to two hundred new ones of the separation of Maine, was elected a Sena
that date.
tor for Kenriebec County, which office he fil
led for two succeeding years, by the almost
American Quarterly Review.—We unanimous vote of his constituents. While
in the Senate, he was conspicuous for the
learn with more pleasure than surprise, honorable and independent course be pursu
that the publishers of the American Quar ed, and which acquired him the full confi
terly Review, (Messrs. Carey & Lea,) dence of those with whom he was associated.
have, from the increased demand, found At the last session of the Legislature, he was
elected by the Senate, to revise the penalit necessary to put to press a second edi
code of this State. For this duty’he was em
tion of the first number of that work, not inently qualified, both by his extensive and
withstanding there were two thousand is correct knowledge of jurisprudence, and by
sued at first
This, we believe, is greater the benevolence of his disposition.
In New-York, Dr. Cheever Felch, late
success than has ever attended any period
editor of a newspaper published in that city
ical publication in America.—U. S. Gaz-.
under the name of“ Coram’s Champion.”
In Marblehead, Mr. William Skinner, aged
The' Editor of the Ellsworth Courier ap 63. He fell into a well and was drowned.
In Monson, Nicholas Vlasopolos, a native
pears to have been threatened with per
ofthe island of Ithica, Greece, aged 21. He
sonal violence, for his manner of resenting, was one of the eleven Greek youths who have
through his press, an attempt to enlist him been noticed in some of the public prints, as
in a course of education under the patronage
on the side of the Opposition.
of the Am. board of Com. for Foreign Mis
sions. This youth, in company with two
Three houses opposite the Post Office,
others, sailed from Smyrna,in Asia, in April,
at Louisville, Ken. have been destroyed 1826, and arrived in Boston, in June following.
by fire.—Loss $20,000.
From Boston, he came immediately to Mon
son, with one of his companions, where both
Miss Wright, an English lady, and well became members of the as.ade<iiy ih that
place. He was a young man of much prom
known aS the writer of a volume of Trav ise, of the strictest integrity—of dignified de
els in the U- States has recently made* an portment—of correct morals, and of an amia
establishment for the benefit of the negro ble disposition.
race. The establishment is at Nashoba,
5V. Tennessee, and consists of 2000 acres
of land, and is valued at $6000. Ten
Trustees are to have the management of
the property—¿Gen, Lafayette is one of
them.
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C$parUievship DissMv efi.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Co
partnership heretofore existing between
the subscribers under the firm of

W
Ball

Pure ^pintSj

LIAS Rectified RUM, of a
very superior quality, and
at a reduced price, For Sale at
^<«S^Bthe SACO DISTILLERY—
ALSO, SAL AERATUS,^. E.RUM, and
is by mutual consent dissolved—It therefore MOLASSES, by
becomes necessary, that all accounts open
J. F. CURTIS. '
with said firm should be settled.
Saco. March 31.
DAVID HALL,
ALVAH CONANT.
Alfred, Aprils, 1827.
f^YHE Spring term will commence at this
-a- ACAD EM Yon Thursday the third
day of May next—Tuition three. Doilars.J—
Remaining in the Post Office at Kennebunk, Board for scholars from one Dollar; to one
Dollar thirty-four Cents.
Me. April 1, 1827.
March 31.
A. B. C. D.
£¡3 AMUEL BROWN, John Cochran, HolO lis, George Davis, Miss Phebe Dennett,
Messrs. Josiah Dollof & Josiah Dollof, Jun.
E. F. G. H.
Robert Elliot, Miss Mary L. Emery, Jo TOTAVING contracted with the town of
seph Edwards, Oliver Putchinsj John Hous- JLIL Lyman, for the support of John
Knight and Huldah CoUsen4, Town Pau
tin.
pers, for the year ensuing, I hereby forbid all
J. K.L. M.
Miss Mercy Jones, John Jones—Captain persons harboring or trusting them on my ac
Thomas Lord, Captain Moses Littlefield, count or on account of the town of Lyman, as
Charles Littlefield, Otho Littlefield, Jotham I am ready and willing to provide for them.
WILLIAM KIMBALL.
Littlefield, Miss Hannah Littlefield, Messrs.
Lyman; March 31,
G. 8c I. Lord, Mrs. Lucy Lord—Messrs. H.
8c A. McCulloch.
N. O.P. Q.
Silas Pinkham, Ezra Perkins, Nathaniel
Perkins, Samuel Pearson, Stephen Perkins, rgVl’lE subscribers being in want'of money,
Capt. George F.Perkins.
JL hereby call fipon fill persons indebted,
R. S. T.U.
to them either by note or account, to ^all and
Mary Ann Ransom, 2—James Stevens, E- make payment by the last of April ensuing.
liza Smith, Mary Jane Stonq, John Springer,
John osborn A ctv
John Somers, Thomas Sevey, Stephen Tar - March 20,18.27/
box, Davis Towne, Elias S. Taylor.
V. W.
Nancy Weeks, Joshua Wakefield, Michael
Wise, 3.
on Execution, all the
York, ss, . FK1AKEN
B. PALMER, P. M.
JL Right in Equity, that Jonathan Horn of Shapleigh,
,
- in. said
. . County,
- • has'
in redeeming the Farm
Fartn bn which he now
lives, situated in said Shapleigh, containing
^NFORMS the public, and particularly his fifty acres more or less, bounded by: land,
HL friends and clients, that he has formed formerly owned by Jererhiah Emery,
Emery,-** Esq.
a copartnership in his profession with W. B. and John Webber, John Goodwin and others,
HOLMES, and that the Office in Alfred will and the gathe will be sold at Public Auttioti.
CASE OF SEDUCTION.
be constantly open for the transaction of busi at the Store of Col. .John Trafton, in Shap
A case of seduction was tried in the
ness, where he intends to attend personally, leigh, on Saturday the 28th day .of April, next,
KE.WCEBU.NE> APRILI.
Court of Common Pleas of this city, in
and those who will favor him With their em at three of the clock in the afternoon.
Conditions made known at the time and;
ployment, may be assured that he will be
ARRIVED.
which Miss Wilhelmina Cooper recovered
COM. PORTER.
April 2—brig Ann Maria, Wyllie, New Svsent at every Court in the County of York, place of sale.
It is stated on the authority of ari offi- a verdict for the sum of600 dollars against
LUTHER. GODING, Dep. Sheriff..
e moreover intends to attend the Supreme
cer of the Spanish squadron, that Com. ^er betrayer, Master Julian Rutan, an in- York.
Shapleigh, March 14, 1827.
Courtiw its circuit, these of his friends who
5—sch; Betsey, Sawyer, Boston.
Laborde had sent a formal challenge to
aged 19. The counsel for the dehave business in othet Counties may be sure
MEMORANDA.
Com. Porter, to meet him in a fair engage-a£endant made an earnest appeal in behalf
Saco, March 30.—Ar. sells. Mary, Tarbox, of his punctual attendance.;
Alfred, March 16, 1827.
ment, the forces of each commander to bedb£..bis client, for a mitigation of damages, New-York, Volga, Emery, do. ; Abigail,
Vr.~_, ec HH AKEN ofi Executions all the
precisely equal. Com. P. replied to thii£nii>tu mount of his tender years,. But Mr. Lowell, N. York ; Lucinda, Patterson, NewYork, ss. J Rightin Equity that Paul
York.
that in a week or two he would meet U a- Pric insisted that though an infant, he
Roberts of Shapleigh, in said County, has in
Newburyport, March 30.—Ar. Eliza,
borde with all the force he cotFid bring t\ o was evertheless old enough to be the fa Matthews, York, wood ; schs. Henry, Tit
redeeming the Farm on which he now lives,
FQR SALE.
situated in said Shapleigh, containing forty
ther f an infant, and should therefore be comb, Saco, do. ; Mary, Burnham, do. do. ;
an engagement.,
A
BOUT
80
ACRES
of
good
acres more or less, bounded by . land of Jona
sloop Otho, Weeks, do. lumber.
—u made, o smart for his Juvenile perfidy.
LAND, being one tliiro. than Prescott, John Woodsomi and others,
We have boon favored with an extract!
Part
fbe valuable Homestead and the same will be sold at Public Auction,
pfaletter from Tampico, of March 11, |
*uu.,«o
lWu nuc
»icuuwu«», num
Sailed from St. Jago, March 13, brig Age
The
eastern
line v*
of steamboats,
from
FARM of John Ross, late of Ly at the Store of Col. John Trafton, in Shap
noria,
Mitchell,
of
this
port,
for
Mansanilla.
which states that, in consequence of the Î'
t' Boston o Eastport, will ccommence run
man, deceased. About 26 acres of which in leigh, on Saturday the 28th day of April next,
Ar. at Havana, 6th ult. brig Ivory Lord, one body, are completely covered with hard at two of the clock in the afterndon, Condi
Minis- J, ning abort the 10th inst.
representations of Mr. Poinsett ourf"
Perkins, of and from this port.
wood and White Oak 'Timber. The residue tions at Sale. .
ter, the Mexican Congress were reconsid
Cleared at Charleston, 20th ult. ship consists of Mowing, Tillage and Pasturing,
LUTHER GODING, Dep. Sheriff.
A new Post Office has been established Mordecai, Hill, of Saco, for Liverpool.
ering their late acts laying a prohibitory
with a good Orchard, and a living Spring of
Shapleigh, March 15, 1827.'
At Mobile, 10'th Wit. ship Sarah Thornton, water within a few rods of the House and
duty on our cotton fabrics. A bill to re at Bald Rill, New-Gloucester, and Samuel
just ar.
Barn. The Subscriber will also sell one
peal those exorbitant duties, had passed Cushman, Esq. appointed Post Master.
Brig Ospiyx, Perkins, of this port, touched half of the House and Barn with the above.—
the House of Representatives, and it was
at Martiniqt kgjast of Feb. to try the market, Likewise about 40 acres more of land adjoin York os TE1AKEN on Execution all the
Cant. Hitch, of sloop Bedford, states ancM&er.t tr? Vf. Pic'.-A
believed would al^o pass the Senate.
t-n-'Wd at St. ing, which the purchaser may come in pos
’ ' Jl Right in Equity that Na
that bo Stivfc- - targiTSre at Falmouth on Eustatia, and ■went to Ponce, P. Rico.
N. Y. M-er. Adv.
session of at the decease of the widow of the thaniel Huntress of Shapleigh, in said Coun
Monday evening- between 7 and 8 o’clock,
said John. This farm is situated near the ty of York, has in redeeming the Farm on
Cid. at Boston, 4th, schr. Betsey, Sawyer, Great Pond, in Lyman, and within about ten which he now lives, situated in said Shap
In a particular account of the, disastrous and supposes that a great part of the vil
for
this
port.
miles of Saco, eight of Kennebunk, and five leigh, containing fifty acres more or less,
Bost. Pat.
gale at Teneriffe, on the 7th November, lage was destroyed.
The ship Chancellor, with provisions for of Alfred. Thus situated, within convenient bounded by land of James Davis on the North,
received by a gentleman of New York, it
Greece, sailed again from New-York on reach of three good Markets, for the produc by Heath Brook on the East, by land of John
is stated that 243 persons lost their lives,
The Valuable establishment, the Lafay Monday last.
tions of the Farm, wood or Timber, it is be W. Ham and others on the South and West;
Ar. at New-Orleans, 12th ult. ship Gen. lieved that this Farm presents an object wor and the same will be sold at Public Auction,
312 houses were destroyed, 112 others in ette Cofee House, formerly the mansion of
thy of the attention of the Farmer, or even at the Store of Elisha Bodwell, Esq. in Shap
jured, and 1009 animals were killed. The the Hon. Wm. Gray was yesterday knock Pike, Cole, of this port, from Havre.
Ar. at Alexandria, 25th ult. schr. Maine, the Speculator. If applied for soon, it will be leigh, on Friday the 27th day of April next,
amount of damage was ascertained to be ed off by Thomas Needham, Esq. Auction
Nason, of Saco, from Norfolk.
offered low and the terms of payment made at three of the clock in the afternoon.
upwards of $1,500,000. Among the vessels eer, for the sum of$18,253 33. Mr. JFm.
Ar. at New Haven, 27th, schr. Volga, of easy. For further particulars, enquire of Mr.
Conditions made known at Sale.
lost was the French ship Jeune Grabielle, Manning & Co. were the purchasers.
and from Saco.
William Lord, Kennebunk, Capt. William
LUTHER GODING, Dep. Sheriff.
Ar.
at
N.
York,
3d
inst.
Mary,
Tarbox,
and
which had on board three French mer
Gooch, Wells, or of the Subscriber at Saco.
Shapleigh, March 19,1827.
Salem Register.
Lucinda,
Snow,
of
and
from
Saco.
JNO. F. SCAMMAN.
chants, passengers, who perished.
March 24,
______________ ‘
More Secrets.—A Mr. Haskett has pur
Sch. Echo, of Wells, was towed into Glou
FRESHET.
loined, from the archieves of the Shakers cester on Saturday by two fishing sipacks.
York, ss. FFAK.EN on sundry Execu.
The Western ,papers mention,, that the at New Lebanon, their bible arid records, She was fallen in with off Thatcher’s Island,
JL tions, all the Right m Equity
which Paul Roberts of Shapleigh, in the
water in the Coinpecticut has been higher and is about to publish the doings of that full of water, on her beam ends, all sail set,
O
be
sold
at
Public
Auction,
this season thand: has been since 1807.— singular association, under the title of and no person on board—has staves in her
on Monday the sixteenth County of York, has to redeem a certain
hold.
tract of land lying in said Shapleigh, contain
The rise abov’ieihe ordinary low water “ Shakerism Unmasked.”
of
April next, at two of the
[The above schooner, while attempting to
ing forty acres be it more or less, adjoining
clock
in
the
afternoon,
the
Stand
____
mark being ovr^8} feet. It rose at Hart
enter Newburyport, struck on Middle
lands of John Woodsum, Jonathan Prescott
now
occupied
as
a
Tavern,
by
Benjamin
Ground, (so called) and capsized—having no
ford at the rat^
an inch an hour. We
and others ; and is the same on which said
Pitts,
Jr.
in
Waterborough,
consisting
of
assistance, she drifted about 14 miles from
Paul now lives, and the said Paul’s Right in.
have not heard Owhiiy considerable damage
twenty
acres
of
good
LAND,
ten
acres
of
land, when the crew were taken off—The
having been susuqpied in the above and
which is under improvement, a good two Equity therein, will be sold at Public Ven
crew arrived at Wells several days since.]
other parts of tmh?hterior heard from, by
story House, with a one story House adjoin due, at the Store of Hiram Kelly, in Leba
ing, a Stable and Sheds well finished, also non, oa Saturday the twenty-first day of April
the rising of the waters.
Capt. Blake, at Portland, from Point Petre,
next, at two o’clock afternoon.
fell in with, in lat. 33, 50. Ion. £9, 10, the one other lot of good grass Land, partly un
Conditions made known at the Sale.
wreck of a brig, apparently of about 150 or der improvement, lying within one half of a
LOTTERIES.
CALEB EMERY, Deputy Sheriff.
mile
of
said
Tavern,
consisting
of
Fifty
A160 tons burden—low deck—both masts gone
March 17, 1827.
3w.
A bill containing the following proposi
cres.
Sale
to
be
at
said
Pitts
’
,
on
the
premis

—waist boards inside painted green—board
tions has passed both branches of the
es. Conditions of Sale made known at the
ed the wreck—stern so much torn up could
time and place of Stile, or on application to
MARRIED—In Kennebunk-Port, on the discover no name. No person on board.
New-York Legislature.—’• No person is al
the subscriber at, said Pitts’ on Friday pre
20th
ult.
Mr.
A
mos
H
utchings
,
to
Miss
lowed to sell without a license, for which,
vious to said Sale.
/ virtue of an ExeYork, ss. rpAKEN by
in New-York, $500, and a good bond for I Hannah Huff.—On Thursday last, by Rev.
NATHANIEL BURN AM.
S. Crandall, Mr. George Davis, to Miss
J®L
cution and
a..„will
— be
— sold
___ at
...
$5000 must be giveni punishment for a’pO(1 A Emery, daughter of Capt. Isdac
Waterborough, March 13, 1827.
Public Vendue,
inr
. , near the- «Meeting-house
„
breach, $100 for every ticket sold, and Emery*
Kennebunk
T
*
’ Village, in said county,
\ on SaturTOf
AVING
relinquished
LN
Xerest
in
the
day, the twenty-eighth day of April next, at
In York, by Moses Hammond, Esq. Mr. Eni business of his Store to Messrs.
imprisonment for not more than one year.
r\one
yì o’clock
1 rxz'iti
;
11 4.1-.^-.
> —1
_
in the
afternoon, r.all
the 1 Right
in
No ticket to be sold in shares—penalty Thomas Corke, to Miss Ednar Grover.
Wheelwright 8c Bourn, wbrild respect
Equity which Nahum Morrell, of Wells, in
At Washington city, E. J. Weed, Esq. fully recommend them to the patronage of
Fiji
HE
subscriber
offers
for
sale
$100, and imprisonment for. qot more than
Quarter Master of the Marine Corps, to Miss
JL a small FARM in Shap- said county, Esq. has to redeem a certain
three months.,—The sale of foreign Lotte Arabella E. McLean, eldest daughter of the his late customers and friends. He retains
ieigh, usually called the “Leighton tract or parcel of Land, situated in Shapleigh,
a
compting
room
in
said
Store,
where
per

ry Tickets prohibited under a penalty of Post Master General.
Farm,” and adjoining the land of in said county, and bounded thus, viz : Begin
sons having business with him will find him
In Boston, Mr. Daniel Jewett, to Mrs. Eliz
$500, or on® year’s imprisonment, or both.
Mr. Joseph Fox.—The land is of the first ning at the Southwest corner of Jacob Eme
the
most
of
the
time.
He
requests
all
per

-—Every offender to lose his license, and abeth Manning.
sons having open accounts with him to call quality, & nearly the whole of it in a proper ry’s land and running Easterly eighty-four
In Monson, Joseph, son of Mr. Perley
rods to Long Pond, thence by said Pond to
forever afterwards prohibited from obtain Tressdell, aged 16, killed while engaged in and settle them. He tenders his thanks to state for tillage—There are on it a House, land formerly owned by Andrew Rodgers,,
Barn,
and
other
out
buildings,
and
a
good
or

his
customers
for
all
favours
received.
ing one—Licenses renewable annually. a snow ballfight with other school boys, one
chard—It will be sold very low if applied for thence by said land to the road, thence by
Wells, April 4, 1827.
-Law to take effect from the 1st of May of them throwing a stick of wood which struck
soon, and a credit given of one and two years said road one hundred and thirty rods to a
him on the side of the head and penetrated
rock, thence to the first bounds, containing
-next.
on good security.
his brain.
one hundred and ninety afcres, more or.less ;
JOHN FAIRFIELD.
the same being under the incumbrance of a
Saco, March 12,1827.
We learn from the Democratic Press of
mortgage to secure the payment of about six
Philadelphia, that the Supreme Court
hundred dollars.
FinHE subscribers have formed a connexhave fined the lottery brokers» found guil
Dress
and
Mantua-making.
ALEX. WARREN, D. Sheriff.
JaL ion in business under the firm of
March 24.
ty of selling foreign lottery tickets, on each
WBS&XiWRXGBT
&
BOO
Rtf,
indictment, From five hundred to a thous
and have taken the store lately occupied Uy
and dollars. The fines go to the use of
William Gooch, Esq. where they will keep *g>ESPECTFULLY informs her friends
the Union Canal Co.
FIRST rate New
for sale a general supply of
JoL that she will continue the DRESS
Milch COW and
AND MANTUA-MAKING business next
The,city of Troy, N. ¥. was incorporated
Dry Goods and Groceries,
CALF.
door to Miss Grants Millinary Shop during
in 1816. The present population is about
Information may be ob
DIED—In - Kennebunk-Port, 16th ult. at fair prices for Cash, Country produce, or the coming season. She has made arrange
tained, by enquiring at
10,000. 200 buildings, including a jail,
ments with her friends, to be supplied from
Capt. William Fairfield, aged 73.—25th, approved credit.
the
Gazette Office.
JOHN
WHEELWRIGHT.
were erected during the last year, and Sally, wife of Capt. Oliver Fairfield, • aged
Boston with patterns of the latest fashions.
K
k, March 16, 1827.
WILLIAM BOURN.
about 300 will be put up the present year, 31. She was pious in her life, and happy in
She will at all times attend to the calls of
Wells, April 4,1827.
those that may be disposed to patronize her,
together with three new meeting houses, her death; and applicable to her case are
the
following
words
:
“
Blessed
are
the
dead
and hopes to merit their favors and confi
and a court house.
who die in the Lord.”
[Com.
dence.
ì
ANTED immediately at this office a
She also cutsand makes garments for chil
In Limerick, Mr. Nathaniel Watson.—An
lad from 14 to 15 years of age as an
Slander.—At the Otsego County Cir infant child of Mr. Hancock.
dren, and will attend to any kind of sewing
apprentice to the Printing business ; one of
that may be intrusted to hex' care. Every at
In Hallowell, March 31st, Hon. Tho.
cuit, N. Y. held last week’at Cooperstown,
steady
habits
and a good school education will
tention will be paid to the directions of her
verdicts were recovered in four cases of’ ?>0N.D’ aSe<l48. Mr. Bond was a native of
friends, and the smallest favors gratefully ac find encouragement on application to this of
l
c
j ,/nnAA Groton, in
m Mass. He graduated in
m 1801 at Just received and For Sale by
to the-amount of nearly $4000. Harvard University, ami held a distinguishfice.
knowledged.
I. JEFFERDS.
Oi the above .cases, one was brought by a ed rank in his class. On leaving college, he
Kennebunk Gazette-Offre, Marché, 1827.
MayeMA
Kennebunk-Port, April 7.
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BALLAD.
BY SIR ROBERT AYTON.

I DO confess thou’rt smooth and fair,
And I might have gone near to love thee :
Had I not found the slightest prayer
That lips could speak, bad power to move
ye;
But I can let thee now alone,
As worthy to beloved by none.

I do confess thou’rt sweet, yet find
Thee such an unthrift of thy sweet,
Thy favors are but like the wind,
That kisses every thing it meets,
And since thou canst kiss more than one,
Thou’rt worthy to be kissed by none.

The morning rose untouched stands,
Arm’d with her briars how sweetly smells!
But pluck’d and stain’d through ruder hands,
Her sweet no longer with her dwell?;
But scent and beauty both are goffe,
And leaves'fall from hgr one by. one.

Such fate, ere long will thee betide,
When thou hast handled been awhile,
Like sere flowers to be thrown aside.
And 1 will sigh while some will smile,
To see thy love for more than one
Hath brought thee to be loved bv none
To the Honourable Justices of the Court of
Common Pleas, begun and holden at^ACfred, within and fur the County of York,
on the second Tuesday of February, Anno
Domini 1826.
■g^>UMBLY shew Joseph Nowell of iork,
JF1L in the County of York, Yeoman, Ebenezer Plaisted of South Berwick, in the
County of York, Joiner, and Caleb Emery of
Eliot, in said County of York, Physician, that
they are seized in fee simple and as tenants
in common of and in certain Real Estate, sit
uated in York, in the County of York, con
taining one hundred acres more or less,
bounded Northerly by the line dividing the
towns of South Berwick and York—Easterly,
Southerly and Westerly by lands of Eliot
Frost, Stephen Neal and others, the said Jo
seph Nowell of four ninths, the said Ebenezer Plaisted of one undivided ninth part,
and the saifl Caleb Emery three ninths and
one fifth of one ninth—equal to sixteen undi
vided forty-fifths—with certain other persons
to your Petitioners unknown.—And the said
Joseph Nowell, Jeremiah Nowell, in the right
of his wife, Sally Nowell, Ebenezer Plaisted
in the right of his wife Mary Plaisted, & the
-said Ebenezer Plaisted in his own right, are
seized in fee simple & as tenants in common of
and in a certain tract or parcel of land, situated phrtly in. York and partly in Eliot, in said
;!' nty, containing seventy-five acres more
or less, it being the same farm now occupied
;>V ;; : Joseph ’Nowell.—Ahd also one other
tract or parcel of land situated in said Eliot,
coHlrining forty acres more or less, bounded
Northerly by the highwray leading from South
Berwick to York, Southerly and Easterly by
land of Zebediah Simpson.
Also about five acres of land called Salt
Marsh, situated in said York, bounded by
York river and by lands of Abraham Shaw
and others, and that the spveral^ rights and
proportions of the aforesaid Petitioners in the
several ti acts aforesaid are as follows, to wit:
Joseph Nowell four ninths and one eighth of
four ninths—equal to one undivided half part
—Jeremiah Nowell, in the right of his wife
Sally Nowell, one eighth of Four ninths equal
to one undivided eighteenth part, Ebenezer
Plaisted, in the right of his wife, Mary Plan
ted one eighth of four ninths, equal to one un
divided eighteenth part, and the said Eben
ezer Plaisted in his own right of two eighths
of four ninths—equal to two eighteenths, and
that they are so seized with certain other
persons "to your Petitioners unknown—And
that they cannot occupy, possess and improve
the said parts to any advantage wnile they
lay in contmon and undivided as aforesaid,
but wholly lose the profits thereof.
Wherefore your petitioners pray that no
tice may be issued in due form of law, and
that the said parts may be set off and assign
ed to them in severalty, and your Petitioners
shall ever pray.
t
■ By HAYES & COOSWELL,.
Attorneys for Petitioners^

STATE OF MAINE.
Yo.kk;.ss<—At the Court of Common Pleas,
begun and holden at A’fred,within and for
the County of York, on the second Tuesday
of February, A. D. 1827. , „
t
,
the foregoing petition the Court order,
WlF that the Petitioners notiiy all other
persons interested in the premises, to appear
..t tiie term of this Couit to be holden at
York, witb.in and for the County of York, on
he last Tuesday of May next, by causing
tiie said Petition and this order thereon to
' e published in the Kennebunk Gazette,
printed at Kennebunk, three weeks succes
sively, the last.publication to be thirty days
at least, before the said last Tuesday in May,
that they it - ’ then and there shew cause, if
any they have, why the prayer of saidPetition should not be granted.
Attest—JFME. BRADBURY, Clerk.
\ true copy of the Petition & order thereon.
/Avkst-JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
March 24.
»

Farm for Sale.
n . & NY person wishing to purchase
a small .profitable farm, and
.1»
having money for that purpose, will
do welf.bv applying to the subscriber, as he
is determined to sell his, even at a’ reduced
price, that he may be in a capacity of paying,
all the just demands against him.
JOHN SPRINGER.
March 24.
/

Cow Wanted. ■
ANTED a 'good New
W Milch COW, or one that
v,'pl -calve in the course of a
few weeks, in exchange for one
■whidihasnot Had a Calf the past year, and
gives at tlrs time a little over two quarts of
milk per day—the difference between the
two cows will be paid in Cash—For further
particulars enquire of.the printer.
March. 17,.

I •

Uommzsszii'rtfers’ Notice.

’ JÎÂÔBÀT3S M0T10XÍS.

W^'E the subscribers, haVmg Been ap
At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk}
s WOLCOTT,
pointed by the Hon. Jonas Clark,
within and for the County of York, on the
Judge of Probate for the County of York, to
sixth day of March, in the year of our
jOfAVING formed a connection in busi- receive and examine the claims of creditors
Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-seven.
ness with Nathaniel Perkins, in
HE subscriber having taken one of the
LIVE FIDLER, Administratrix of the
forms the Public, that his business will in hinew Stores on Main-Street, lately built
estate of John Fidler, late of Ken
DJMQff LITTLEFIELD, '
ture be transacted under the firm of
by Moses Emery, Esq. offers for sale, by nebunk, in said County, having presented a
late of Wells, m said County, deceased, rep the Crate or at Retail, a very extensive as
resented insolvent, do hereby give notice that sortment of the above mentioned GOODS. petition for an allowance to be made her out
They therefore take this method of inform six months from the fifth day of December, He assures purchasers, that every article of the personal estate of said deceased as his
Widow.
ing the inhabitants of Kennebunk and the 1826, are allowed to said creditors to bring in
will be sold as low as they could be obtained
ORDERED, That the said Administratrix
Public generally, that they intend carrying and prove their claims, and that we shall at in Portland, or elsewhere "in this State.
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
on the Mouse Carpentry and Cabinet busi tend that service at the Store of William
G. H. CURTIS.
ing
a copy of this order to be published three
ness, in all i-s various Ixanches, and assure Gooch, in said Wells, on the last Monday of
Saco, Feb. 20,1827.
3m.
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
those who may employ them, that their terms March inst. and on the last Mondays of the
zette, printed at Kennebunk, that.they may
for work will be as reasonable, and ail arti two following months, from four to six o’
appear at a Probate Court to be held at Ken
cles of Furniture as cheap as can be purchas clock in the afternoon.
nebunk, in said County, on the second Tues
ed elsewhere.
WILLIAM GOOCH,
Any articles of Furniture or work of any
SETH HATCH.
IO O R. Sale by the subscriber, a day of May next, at ten of the clock in the
description which may be wanted, shall be
Wells, March 10,1827._________________
_H?
FARM situated in Sanford, forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have?j
finished agreeable to order, and in a style of
containing about one hundred and why an allowance, should not be made her.
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
workmanship which cannot fail to please.
seventeen acres ; new occupied
Cofy—McT^T,
They have taken the Shop near the i in
by Joan Littlefield. Said farm will be sold a
GEO; THACHER, Kegh.
nnAKEN by virtue of two exe- good bargain.
Shop of Messrs Porter & Hilliard, on the xr
ss.
cutions and will be sold at
road leading to Kennebuuk-port, where all York, ss
March 17.
WILLIAM GOOCH.
& I. —
Lord,
orders in their line will be thankfully receiv Public Auction, at the store of G. L.
—,
Wells, Dec. 27,1826.
in Kennebunk, .on Wednesday thri eighteenth
ed and punctually attended to.
At a Court oj Probate held at Kennebunk
1
CHARLES WOLCOTT.
day of April next, at ten of the clock in the
Within and, for the County of York, on the!\
NATHANIEL PERKINS.
forenoon, all the right in equity which Joei
sixth day of March, in the year of our
Larrabee, Jr. has in .redeeming the following
Kennebunk, March 22,1827.
Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-sevens
described real estate, situate in said Kenne
1OUNICE HAGGINS, Administratrix of
rX
i
lO
’
Y
the
subscriber,
a
high
bunk, to wit: the Farm on which said Lar
Building Materials Wanted. rabee
Jijp decked VESSEL about 90 JE^ the estate of j<ames Haggins, late
now lives, with the buildings thereon,
tons, now on the stocks, built the of South Berwick, in said County, deceased,PROPOSALS will be received until the and is the same which he purchased of Sam
last
season, of the best materials ; having presented a petition for license to sell
14th of April next, for furnishing the uel Lord, the Building Yard and the House
together
with
her
spars, blocks and standing so much of the real estate of said deceased^
and
Store,
with
the
lots
opposite
the
store
of
following materials, &c.
rigging
;
fitted
for
an hermaphrodite Brig.— for the payment of his debts and incidental
Cl.
Sc
I.
Lord,
the
Igt
and
buildings
where
feet of Cellar STONE ;
charges, as will rri^e the sum of two hundred
^.<0 do. of split tmderpining do. butted said Larrabee formerly lived, adjoining land Said vessel will be sold a great bargain.
and fifty dollars.
WILLIAM GOOCH.
squared and bevelled, 1 foot thick, of the heirs of Joki? Tripp, and land oi John
ORDERED, That Che .said Administra
Wells, Feb. 22, 1827.
Bourne, William Thompson and Samuel
and two feet wide, fit to sit.
trix give notice to all persons interested, by
MO M.o| good BRICKS ; one third of Simpson, a lot of land purchased of Joseph
causing a copy of this order to be published
which shall be suitable for facing Storer, Esq. opposite the dwelling house now
three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
occupied by Jacob Witham, also a lot of land
bricks.
Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that they
14 Window Frames, about 6 feet wide purchased of Jedediah Gooch, Jr. adjoining
HE subscriber will Close his present line may appear at a Probate Court to be held at
and 14feet high, with arched tops, land of Benjamin Latrabee and others; the
York,
in said County, on the third Tuesday of
. o::'business in April next, and hereby
same being under the incumberance of a
for a brick building.
April next, at ten of the clock in the fore
inform.';
those
persons
indebted
to
him
either
810 Squares of Sash, 9 by 13 inches, and Mortgage to the President, Directors & Co. by Note or Account, who have not taken no- noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why
adapted to the above window frames. of the Kennebunk Bank.
i#
tics of his former advertisements, that they the said license should not be granted-.
Frame for the roof of a brick building 72
Conditions made known at the time and
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
will find his demands against them in the
by 48 feet, with the flooring.
place of sale.
hands of a Lawyer for collection unless pre
RICHARD
SMITHED
Sheriff.
12 M. feet of good Hemlock Boards.
GKO. THACHER, Reg’r.
vented by immediate payment.
40 M. of good laving SHINGLES.
Kennebunk, March 16, 1827,
March 10.
WILLIAM GOOCH.
And also for laying the foundation of the
Wells, Feb. 22,1827.
building 72 by 48 feet, 3 feet deep and 3 feet
At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk,
wide, with cellar stone, and for laying 140 M.
within and for the County of York, on the
bricks ; and the Joiner’s work necessary for
sixth day of March, in the year of our
HE subscriber being at this time in want
finishing the Roof and Cornices, 8cc. of a
Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-seven.
of Cash, is under the necessity of call
"WEDEiJIAlI
TRIPP, Administrator of
brick building.
*
ing on all those who were indebted to him
And proposals for a Frame fora wooden prior to March 1st, to make immediate pay rfi^HE Subscribers have formed a conhex- W the estate of Eastman Hutchins, latebuilding 70 by 47 feet, and 22 feet posts.
ion in business under the firm of
of Alfred, in said county, deceased ; having
ment, that he may be enabled to discharge JL
5000 Good Clapboards.
’ presented a petition for license to sell sc- much
the demands against him, and continue his
BOtTBW-ii & TOWIaE
AL SO—The Joiner work required to fin business to the satisfaction of those of whom
F fie if the real estate of said deceased, as will imán
ish the outside of a building of the above di he makes purchases, and the accommodation and will do business at the Store here‘s
ise the sum of seven hundred ninety-six He
occupied by Oliver Bourne, in Main S , / ’¿L’lars and forty four cents, for the payment mb
mensions.
.
. ,
of his customers.
A reasonable time will be given for iurnisnnearly opposite the Bank, where wj °f
Xiis just der'vts and incidental charges"
TIMOTHY WOLCOTT.
and
found" a general assortment of
ingtfie above materials.
ORDERED, that the said Administrator coni
Kennebunk, March 17, 1827.
For particulars apply to
gi'Qe,
notice
to
all
persons
interested,
by
European, American^ W, India
age,
SAMUEL ROSS, Agent.
Cj fusing a copy of this order to be published in c
Goods and Groceries
Kennebunk, March 23, 1827.
t hree weeks successively in the Kennebunk vessi
at the lowest prices, for Cash, Covitry Pro < Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that they der'
may appear at a Probate Court to be held at boai
HE Subscriber contemplates visiting duce, or approved credit.
OLIVER BOU1NE.
- York, in said County, on the third Tuesday of extr
Boston the first week in April, for the
HAS JUST RECEIVED
WILLIAM
TUvVNE.
April next, at ten of the clock in the fore i>on(
purpose of purchasing Drugs and Paints, and
AN ADDITIONAL SUPPLY OF
Kennebunk fort, Jifn.Vf 1827.
noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why andi
he earnestly requests a\H persons indebted to
him to settle their accounts previous to that
OLIVER BOURNE requests all persons> die said license should not be granted.
selb
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
time.
J. LILLIE.
indebted to him either by Note oi Account,
fflOSl
Copy
—
A
tte
st
,
March 17.
to call, settle and pay immediately without
GEO. THACHER, Reg'r.
further notice. Those who neglect this call
loth
March 10.
will find them with au Attorney for collec
toldtion.
. 6wMarch 24.
have
most valuable East India Med fei
LL persons indebted to the subscriber
either by Note or Account, who wish
icine for the cure of the
to avoid expense, are called upon to settle
RHEUMATISM, RHEUMATIC GOUT.
them by the first day of May next.
OF THE FIRST QUALITY;
WllWh
ARDEN SEEDS raised at
^6.
BENJAMIN BOURN.
ÉOfMÎÊ
Concord, Massachusetts, & Extract of a Letter from the Lev. Jameir
Kennebunk-port, March 17.
put up by J. Winchester, for sale
English, dated Bengal, to hisfriend
-JL» by the subscriber.
JUST RECEIVED BY
Lr. E. Bedwell, in London.
'
B.
PALMER.
By Authority of tke State of Maine.
“
D
ear Sir—Agreeably to your request, avrei d-i
March 17.
I have procured and now send you by the ship atW' tP(
March 24.
__
Jason, Capt. Robertson, a few pounds of the
tut
Poladelphis, or what generally goes by the Mli ìndi
name of Indian Extract, a Medicine univer iiim
sally esteemed among the people of India, in vai Ì-T
ANTED by the subscriber, a LAD a- for the cure of Rheumatism. Were I to in- ned | jcor
U¥
bout fourteen years of age, of steady fornryouof the number of people who are thisl pion
EGS leave to inform the Ladies of Ken Tobe drawn in Portland, at the Town-Hall, habits, as an apprentice to the TAILORING daily relieved and cured by this valuable ton, |
business—Such a lad will meet with good en remedy, it would require more time than I tot, i
on Saturday the 14th day of April.
nebunk and its vicinity, that she has
couragement on application to
am able to bestow. Indeed the effect of this fed
taken a chamber in the brick building in
JAMES L. ROSS.
Medicinéis so immediate, wn Rheumatism soldi
which the Post-Office is kept, and next room
$1,000
13
1,000
of
1
Kennebunk, March 10,1827.
you would in some cases oppose it acted min
to the Tailor’s shop of Mr. James L. Ross,
almost like a charm in reirclving the painful niost
600
600
is
of
1
where she intends carrying on
disease. The difficulty, *—ever, in procur Edili
500
is
2000
4
of
Millinary and Dress Making,
ing the Extract, will foj aboiiy years retard igair
600
100
is
6
of
its general circulation.
being obtained iostt
in all its branches, and she flatters herself,
50
is
300
of
6
from a Shrub growing orj. ne mountains of ilari
that from her knowledge in the business, she
rw or
Tibet, in the Berman I r ire of India, and nani
10
300
is
of
will be able to give satisfaction to those who
30
held in so much repi wWby the Natives, 'dai
UST received and for sale by
may favor her with their custom—She assures
is
600
5
of
120
that to part with it is lil F^irting with their atei
JAMES K. REMICH,
those who may employ her, that her charges
2
3,600
is
of
1800
existence. Ehe usual <|ww’ of taking it is in liuti
Feb. 10.
will be reasonable and her efforts to please
theform of Pills. 1 sh. ma^e all my endeav mrp
unremitting.
ours to send you a
supply.”
foo
She will be ready to attend to business on
$9,000
1968 Prizes.
Monday next, and solicits a share of public
Dr. Clarke, of New-York, in a letter to the lesa
MODE OF DRAWING.
agent of the Proprietor concludes by saying: .nd !
patronage.
The tickets in this class are numbered from
Kennebunk, March 17, 1827.
“ Every class of people will find in the Indian. lew
1000 to 69§9, and all the prizes will be decid
Extract a cheap and valuable remedy for the ,ny (
ed in the following manner,, viz. On the day
Rheumatism. I have generally found from ¡des
of drawing six red ballots viz. 1, 2,3,4, 5,6;
one to two boxes have produced a cure, and land
will be placed in one wheel and in the other
in one instance a gentleman who came under «of
AKEN by virtue of two Exe forty white ballots, viz. 1 2 34567 890 be
York, ss.
my eare, labouring under obstinate chronic atch i
cutions, and to be sold at ing "four of each, v.jft be deposited- The
Public Auction, at the Store of Messrs. drawing will their commence by taking out
HE- subscriber constantly keeps on hand Rheumatism, attended with all the symp ¡¡sii |
toms of approaching consumption, by coin- rive j
Bourne 8c Towne, in Kennebunk-Port, in said one red ballot and three white, and in this
a good assortment of
tinuing the use of the Pills, both diseases lood i
County, on Monday the sixteenth day of A- manner until all the ballots are drawn out.
were completely removed, and I am of opin
pril next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, all
That ticket having the 1st 2d 3d and 4th
the right in equity of redemption which drawn ballots in the same order in which and has any work done in that line that is ion, that this medicine will prove a valuable ;ell
Samuel Davis has in,and to the following des they are drawn, entitled to
$1000 called for, at short notice, and will sell remedy in complaints of the chest, as well as sto
L
M
cribed mortgaged Real Estate, viz : A lot That ticket having the 5th 6th 7th & 8thi 600 BOOTS and SHOES as cheap as can be pur Rheumatism and Gout.
bnce
of land situated in Kennebunk-pgrt, afore
chased in this Milage;
From Dr. Reed, of Bedford county.
x
9th 10th 11th and 12th
said, with the Buildings thereon, bounded
He has on ba .■ a good assortment of
There is in my.neigfibourhood a gentleman stili ■
13th 14th 15th and 16th 500
Westerly by the main road, Southerly by
who has been heavily afflicted with Rheuma is. I
17th 18th 19th and 20th 500
fl
land of Joseph Perkins, Easterly by 'Mill
500
tism for many years. He has been using thr Stil 1ère
21st 22d 23 d and 24th
Pond Creek, (so called) and Northerly by
ipre
Panacea, to the amount of six of seven bot
Tickets haying for their last figures!25th
land of?Heirs of Stephen Towne, being the
50 which he wifi sell at wholesale or retail.
tles, without any effect; on seeing the Pola, Wit Indi
26th 27tfi 28th 29th and 30th
He tenders his thanks to his customers for delphis advertised, he got a friend to call for ade
same premises on which the said Samuel
31st32d and 33d
all favors, and solicits a continuance of their a box of the pills, which he is using, and re gita
now lives..
’34th 35th and 36th |
Said described Real Estate is mortgaged
ceiving much benefit from it; and I am of
37th 38th and 39th > 10 patronage.
RALPH CURTIS.
to secure the payment of three hundred-dolan opinion that one or two boxes more will ii've
40th 41st and 42d ¡
Kennebunk, March 17,1827.
lars-with interest, from the 8th January, 1824,
produce a radical cure. I Believe it to be a id a
43d 44th and 45th J
as appears by mortgage deed of that date.
mia
valuable medicine.
J. R. M. D.
two last figures 46th and 2d ?
ems
ANDREW LUQUES, De/z. Sheriff.
OT1CE is hereby given to the heirs of
2d and 3d
“ This medicine,” says Dr. Winder, of Sa «dec
Kehnebank-port, March, 14, 1827.
the estate of SUSANNA LINSCOTT, lem, “ is one of the best ever introduced to
AU tickets whose last figuréis either of
lale of Alfred, in the County of York, Wid
 public ; in the hands of the East Indians íitou
three first drawn white ballots each be
the
ow, deceased, and all others concerned— it is known only as a cure for Rheumatism,. pJui
ing different will be prizes of $2.
'Tickets $2—Halves $1—Quarters 50 cts. That Jane Linscott, has presented to me but since it has been in the hands of Europe
WANTED as an apprentice to the
Ticketsand parts for sal-e by J> K. REM the subscriber, Judge of the Court of Probate, an and American Physicians it has lA-en as ¡hin
within and for said county, an instrument pur certained that Scurvy, obstinate Coughs, and ttui TANNING and CURRYING Busi ICH.
porting to be the last will and testament of approaching Consumption, have yielded to1 his
ness, a smart LAD of good habits, from 14
March 17.
Mn
said Susanna Linscott, and that the second its influence.”
to 16 years of age, to whom good encourage
ratti
Tuesday of May next, is assigned to take the
ment will be given.
Price $1 50, per box—-Sold by J. LILLIE, lyitij
Probate thereof, at a Probate Court then to be Kennebunk.
For further particulars enquire of the prin
inc
held at Kennebunk^ when and where they
ter.
March 17.
ccei
March 17.
HE subscriber is under the necessity of may be present and shew cause, if any they
«ti1
informing those who are indebted to have, why the .same should not be* proved,
Mb
approved and allowed as the last will and
him by note or ac count, that theii* «lues must'
all)
be paid. This being the second public No testament df said deceased.
cnfo
O BALES of various qualities just re- u ■
Given under my hand at Kennebunk, this
tice which he has given—he conceives that
FTERDS GRASS and CLOVER SEED. no one can entertain hard thoughts should sixth day of Marcli, in the year of our Lord JssO ceived on; consignment and for safe P
at Boston Prices by
Le'
eighteen hundred and twentv-seven. ■
1 JU for sale by
the third come Greeting’.
GREENOUGH & BODWELL.. sJONAS CLARK.
• GEORGE HOBBS.
LORD & KINGSBURY.
March 9, 1827.
Berwick, Oct. 7.1-826
' 6m.
March 1®.
.March 17,1827. y
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